Abstract. The generalized homology version of the Thom isomorphism theorem is exploited to give easy proofs of several recent theorems.
Theorem 1. If fis an H-map, then the Thom spectrum T(f) is a ring spectrum, and there is a homotopy equivalence a: T(f) A ß+ -+ T(f) A T(f) (where + signifies a disjoint base point).
For many applications, it is improtant that a is given by the Thomification of an explicit map g:ßxS!-»ßxS2, where g(x, y) = (xy"\ v). For details, see [2] . Our purpose here is to note that Theorem 1 follows from a strong form of the Thom isomorphism theorem in generalized homology. Specifically, we assume given a stable spherical fibration v. X -* BF over a locally finite CW complex X, and a ring spectrum E orienting v; i.e. a Thom class U: T(v)-*E whose restriction Proof. First suppose that X has finite dimension, so that v lifts to vn: X -* BF" for suitably large n. Let/>": S(vn) -» X be the asociated «-sphere fibration, so that T(vn) = X U"CS(vn). On homotopy groups this map induces a homomorphism fy,: Em+n+x(T(vn))^* Ej(X+) which, by very construction, is Pi U. Thus 4>v is the usual Thom isomorphism, whence a( U) is an equivalence.
Now write A: T(v") -> T(vn)
To complete the proof for all X, let n -» oo. A simple homology calculation shows the composite to be an equivalence.
